SPARE PART POOL MODULE

Our Spare Part Pool Module offers access to all your spare parts exactly when you need them. Our express spare part service delivers the requested spare part to you the fastest possible way. All parts are preconfigured for a quick and easy exchange.

In our premises, all spare parts run through our internal quality control process and are pretested before they enter our pool. Each spare part is properly stored, and our first-in first-out policy always provides an up-to-date item for you.

YOUR BENEFITS

- Spare part availability and proper storage until needed
- Preconfigured parts for fast plug and play exchange
- No investment in spare parts which you might never use
- Always up-to-date units due to our first-in first-out storage policy
- Full warranty
- Express delivery
- Simply what you need when you need it

The spare part pool participation is minimum five (5) years. If you wish, you can use the same shipping box and return the faulty part back to us for recycling or repair.

CONTACT US

service@leonardogermany.com
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